Cooperation of GATA-1 and Sp1 can result in synergistic transcriptional activation or interference.
GATA-1 is a lineage-restricted transcription factor. Virtually all erythroid-expressed genes contain GATA recognition sites in their regulatory elements. Cotransfection/transactivation assays have revealed that, although GATA-1 as the only cell-restricted transcription factor is sufficient to activate some of the erythroid-specific promoters, not all such promoters are responsive, suggesting a requirement for cooperation with other factors. To study the interaction of GATA-1 with other transactivators, we analyzed sequence motifs of the human gamma-globin promoter as response system by in vitro transcription and by transfections into erythroid K562 cells or into heterologous Drosophila SL2 cells. GATA-1 alone did not activate the promoter. However, GATA-1 exerted an effect in concert with the ubiquitous transactivator Sp1. Depending on the factor concentrations and the sequence context of the cognate binding sites, this interaction could result in synergistic transcriptional activation or in interference. GATA-1 and Sp1 did not cooperate in DNA binding when tested in vitro. This suggests that the functional cooperation is mediated by protein interactions with additional factor(s) which transmit the activator signal. The Sp1-binding CCACCC motif was found to be critical for high activity of the gamma-globin promoter. This site overlaps with a recognition sequence for members of the NFI/CTF family. NFI did not transactivate, but it interfered with Sp1-mediated stimulation and hence with Sp1/GATA-1 cooperation. These data, together with phylogenetic evidence, suggest that the CCACCC region is likely to represent a regulatory switch element.